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Abstract—Intelligent connected objects, which build the IoT, are electronic devices usually supplied by batteries that significantly limit their life-time. These devices are expected to be deployed in very large numbers, and manual replacement of their batteries will severely restrict their large-scale or wide-area deployments. Therefore, energy efficiency is of the utmost importance in the design of these devices. The wireless communication between the distributed sensor devices and the host stations can consume significant energy, even more when data needs to reach several kilometers of distance. In this paper, we present an energy-efficient multi-sensing platform that exploits energy harvesting, long-range communication and ultra-low-power short-range wake-up radio to achieve self-sustainability in a kilometer range network. The proposed platform is designed with power efficiency in mind and exploits the always-on wake-up radio as both receiver and a power management unit to significantly reduce the quiescent current even continuously listening the wireless channel. Moreover, the platform allows the building of an heterogeneous long-short range network architecture to reduce the latency and reduce the power consumption in listening phase at only 4.6μW. Experimental results and simulations demonstrate the benefits of the proposed platform and heterogeneous network.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Internet of Things (IoT) is an emerging technology domain that is rapidly growing. Today, sensing devices are entering applications such as assisted living, home automation, indoor and outdoor surveillance and monitoring, e-health, industrial manufacturing, etc. These intelligent devices are expected to work months and years but are usually supplied by batteries. The wireless communication between the distributed sensor devices and the host stations can be very costly in terms of energy consumption, especially in networks that have to span several kilometers. Therefore, the design of the wireless communication for a modern IoT node deserves special attention.

In recent years, advances in wireless technology enabled low-power Long Range (LR) communication. As an example, LoRa™ [1], by the LoRa™ Alliance, achieves power consumption similar to usual Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) node transceivers [2] while transmitting to a distance of 10-20 kilometers, albeit at data rates typically smaller than 10 kbps. In this system, gateway nodes will always be listening to the channel and low latency can be achieved by using LoRa™ for uplink communications, from the nodes to the gateway. To save energy on the IoT nodes, a trade-off between latency (usually in the order of minutes or hours) and power consumption can be made for downlink communication, from the gateway to the nodes [1]. However, some applications such as industrial machine health monitoring or zone surveillance require both low-latency and low-power consumption at the same time [3].

Wake-up Receivers (WuRx) form another technology for energy efficiency that continuously monitors the channel while consuming orders of magnitude less power than traditional transceivers [4]. By enabling “pure” asynchronous communication [5], these devices wake up the entire system using interrupts only when a specific signal, called Wake-up Beacon (WuB), is detected [6], [7]. Compared to traditional WSN transceivers [4], [8] WuRx are usually characterized by lower sensitivity and lower bit-rate, meaning they can only operate in Short Range (SR), i.e. tens of meters. Note that, WuRx and LoRa™ provide orthogonal features that are often required together in WSN applications.

Low-power and energy-efficient communication combined with other low-power design techniques [9], [10] significantly improve the life time of the battery-powered sensors. However, these alone are not sufficient to make IoT devices self-sufficient and such devices will need in-field battery replacement. Energy Harvesting (EH) technology, which is able to collect and store energy from environmental sources (i.e., light, vibration, difference of temperature) can in many cases be used to overcome this limitation.

In this paper we present a sensor node that combines long and short range communication exploiting the emerging LoRa™ and wake-up radio designed to work only with energy harvester. We adopt a combination of hardware and software techniques to improve the overall energy efficiency of the proposed solution. The sensor platform hosts five different sensors and it features highly-efficient power-management and conversion design for solar and thermal energy harvesting. The major contributions of the paper are:

- An energy-efficient platform that enhances the functional lifetime of indoor and outdoor sensing applications exploiting ultra-low power hardware architecture, EH, heterogeneous long-short range communication and WuRx technology. A multi-source EH sub-system is designed and the wake-up radio is used as a ”wireless trigger” for enhancing the power management capabilities of the node.
- An energy-efficient network architecture supporting long-range communication and ultra-low-power wake-up radio receiver to reduce both power consumption and latency.
• Quantitative, empirical validation of the proposed approach via simulation and experimentation to highlight the benefits of the proposed combination.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Existing works on hardware platforms using several radios are summarized in Section II. The heterogeneous network architecture described in Section III legitimates our platform design detailed in Section IV. This platform is experimentally evaluated in Section V and analytic results are given in Section VI, before a conclusion is drawn in Section VII.

II. RELATED WORK

Given the variety of applications they have to handle, most of modern wireless devices used for wireless sensor networks embed several radio modules to reduce energy consumption and latency for neighbor discovery and opportunistic networking [11]. While using multiple radio systems increases both the size and price of devices, relying on the low-power radio to reduce the utilization of the high-power radio subsystem can ultimately reduce power consumption of the whole system. Most of related works propose to combine Wi-Fi (IEEE 802.11) and Zigbee (IEEE 802.15.4) for power saving [12], [13]. In these works, the low-level radio is used to discover, configure and activate a high-level radio link when a connection is needed. The authors in Pering et al. [14] experimented on a platform that provides Bluetooth, Zigbee and Wi-Fi, and revealed that the lower power consumption is achieved by employing Zigbee and Wi-Fi. However, using Bluetooth and Zigbee as a low power radio is still too costly for WSN applications, which is the focus of this work. Moreover, none of these standards is able to achieve kilometer-range communication.

Several radio technologies (e.g. Sigfox, LoRa™, Weightless, NB-IoT …) are currently promising to fill the gap in low-power Device-to-Device (D2D) communications over long distances [15]. In LoRa™ network architecture [1], all WSN nodes communicate directly with the gateway, which serves as a bridge between the nodes and a network server. This gateway is always actively listening to the channel. Three types of classes are defined for end-devices: A, B and C. Class A is the lowest power consuming class where nodes only leave the sleep state to send their data. Each uplink transmission is followed by two short downlink receive windows. Therefore, transmission slot is scheduled by the device based on its own communication needs. The downlink communication will require to wait the next scheduled uplink transmission. Class B devices open additional receive windows at scheduled times in addition to class A receive windows, and time synchronized beacons from the gateway are used to allow the gateway to know when devices are listening. Finally, class C devices are continuously listening, except when they are transmitting. Therefore, using the LoRa™ network architecture, a trade-off can be made between latency and energy consumption for downlink communication. In this work, we try to reduce this gap using an orthogonal highly efficient technology for short-range communication (WuRx).

The authors in [16] propose the OpenMote+ platform, targeting industrial applications, combining three communication modules: one for LR (kilometers-range) communication, one for hundreds of meters communication, and one for contact-based communication. In this work, different radios are used as independent wireless communication, while we propose a collaborative combination of two technologies. In addition, we also propose to use WuRx to eliminate idle listening and perform purely asynchronous communication for SR communications. In [9] a platform that incorporates both energy harvesting and wake-up radio has been presented. The work is extended this concept using long-range communication and using the wake-up radio also for low-power energy management. Finally, in [17] the authors have presented a preliminary study of the benefits of using a system with short-long range radio using a collaborative protocol with LoRa™ and WuRx, showing that using WuRx can both decrease latency and increase energy efficiency. In our work, the long-short range concept is significantly extended using the WuRx as power manager to further increase the energy efficiency and platform has been designed including also EH and sensors to evaluate the benefits of the proposed approach with experimental results.

III. NETWORK ARCHITECTURE

Many applications, such as connected farms, zone surveillance or even smart factories require both local short-range communications (within a building, or on a field) and long-range communications between each of these areas, leading to a heterogeneous and clusterized network, as illustrated by Fig. 1. The sensor nodes are organized in star topology clusters, where several End Devices (EDs) are connected with a Central Node (CN) in a range of tens of meters. These CN are in charge to communicate with both the EDs and a remote host (gateway) that can be at a distance of several kilometers.

To achieve such a network architecture with a single long-range radio such as LoRa™ a trade-off has to be made between latency and energy consumption. Using LoRa™ in class C would allow EDs to stay awake permanently, allowing reasonable latency for downlink communications from the CN but at the price of important waste of energy. On the other hand, class A operation is far less energy hungry but latency becomes detrimental. Therefore combining long-range and wake-up radio solutions offers a good compromise.

In the proposed network, each ED embeds both a LoRa module and a low-power always-on WuRx. The main advantage of such an architecture is that the CN or another
for energy harvesting. Our circuit is designed around the state-of-the-art BQ25570 from Texas Instruments, which allows a conversion efficiency of 90% and provides maximum power point tracking to maximize the efficiency in all the operative conditions. The BQ25570 has very low start-up voltage of only 330 mV. This value is sufficient for indoor solar panels and thermometric transducers that usually have low output voltage. Finally, the IC can recharge both supercapacitors and Li-Ion Battery with the same efficiency. In addition, the IC provides a tuneable buck converter to supply the rest of the circuit directly. We used a 3V voltage for our prototype. The BQ25570 offers the possibility to enable and disable the buck converter via an enable pin. To maximize the energy efficiency we control this pin trough the the always-on ultra low-power wake-up radio that is supplied from another buck converter, reducing the quiescent current in sleep mode significantly.

Knowing how much energy is available in the storage is vital for the power management to optimize the use of the residual energy optimally. With this in mind we inserted an accurate (0.25%) and low power (only 4 $\mu$W in low power mode) fuel gauge. The STC3115 from STMicroelectronics has been connected trough the I2C serial port to the MSP430 so that it can determine the exact level of the battery at any time.

A dedicated low power DC-DC buck converter TPS62736 from Texas Instruments optimized for low current output is used to power the always on region of the system that includes the wake-up radio. This converter achieves up to 95% efficiency and it has a very low quiescent current in active mode of only 300 nA.

C. Radio Subsystem

1) SX1276 module: long-short range communication: The SX1276 transceiver from Semtech incorporates (G)FSK and OOK modulations (needed for the wake up radio), as well as the LoRa™ physical layer. Thus, the designed platform has long range and short range communication using a single transceiver configured during run-time by the micro-controller. The SX1276 module can be switched between different modulation schemes, allowing different modulation approaches to co-exist. With LoRa™, it is theoretically possible to reach a range of 22 km, with a data rate of around 10 kbps in the 868/915 MHz ISM bands [1], [15]. Using the long-range communication allows sending data to far away sink nodes that can collect the data from the sensors distributed in the field [17]. The OOK modulation of the SX1276 is used to send WuB and commands to the WuRx. This module is the

---

### TABLE I: Sensor features.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sensors</th>
<th>References</th>
<th>Current consumption</th>
<th>Applications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Light</td>
<td>ISL29023</td>
<td>70 $\mu$A</td>
<td>300 nA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barometric pressure</td>
<td>SHT21</td>
<td>270 $\mu$A</td>
<td>135 nA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humidity &amp; temperature</td>
<td>STC6640</td>
<td>27 $\mu$A</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infrared temperature</td>
<td>TPS906</td>
<td>270 $\mu$A</td>
<td>few nA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMU</td>
<td>MPU-915</td>
<td>&lt; 4 mA</td>
<td>1 $\mu$A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Fig. 2: Block diagram of the designed sensor node.
only module needed as transmitter for both short- and long-range communication. Moreover when two ED within short distance wants to communicate with each other, the SX1276 is configured to use GFSK modulation increasing the energy efficiency of the communication during the data transmission.

2) Wake-up Radio: In addition to the SX1276 transceiver, each sensor node is equipped with an instance of the WuRx designed in [8], which receives OOK modulated data. The WuRx has a sensitivity of -55 dBm and incorporates an ultra low-power micro-controller (ULP MCU) that provides computational resources to the WuRx and interface with the main micro-controller. The wake-up radio has been tuned to 868 MHz ISM band to receive data from the SX1276 module [8]. The ULP MCU is a PIC12LF1552 from Microchip configured to be awakened when a WuB is detected from the RF front-end. Address matching is provided allowing only specific nodes to wake up. Moreover, the ULP MCU in the wake-up radio subsystem has been used as an energy manager in charge to switch on and off the main Buck-converter embedded in the BQ25570. This allows the whole platform to go in a deep sleep mode and be woken up from wireless beacon or at fixed time intervals (duty cycling) by the ULP MCU according to power policies implemented at application level.

D. Main micro-controller

The energy efficient platform employs the ultra low-power TI MSP430FR5969 micro-controller (16-bit processor, with 64 KB FRAM non-volatile RAM, 12-bit ADC, op-amps and serial interfaces interfaces). The micro-controller is connected with the sensors and the radio module and it executes programmable power management policies, data collection from sensors and sending data or commands with the SX1276 module (using LoRa™ or OOK modulation). The micro-controller has adequate computational resources to guarantee the best energy efficiency. The selection of the micro-controller has been primarily driven by the ultra low-power consumption (< 1 µW in sleep mode) and due to the presence of the embedded on-board non-volatile RAM. The non-volatile memory is particularly useful when power is completely switched off as all the status registers are saved in the FRAM to switch-off and switch-on the platform without lose the status. This is a well-know technique [18] to save energy and in our platform is controlled by the ULP MCU within the WuRx.

V. EXPERIMENTAL CHARACTERIZATION

For the power consumption measurements of the platform (Fig. 3), the Keysight N6705B DC Power Analyzer was used. The current and voltage have been measured on the battery input setting the power analyzer at the fixed voltage of 3.7V, the nominal voltage of common rechargeable Li-Ion batteries. With this setup the measurements take into account all the losses due to the power conversion, quiescent current, and the effective power consumed from the battery is evaluated. For the evaluation, the MSP430 has been set to 1 MHz and the PIC micro-controller to 2 MHz when in active modes.

Table II shows the power consumption of the most significant operation modes. The first two rows demonstrate the low quiescent current achievable. In all modes, the wake-up radio is always on and the energy harvesting can charge the battery provided the environmental conditions (solar or thermal) allow it. When data is received from the WuRx the PIC micro-controller switches to active mode and the power consumption increases (row 2). With only less than 5 µW (row 1) the sensor node can still receive wireless commands and perform power management using the PIC. The table also shows the power saving in sleep mode achieved by the use of the WuRx as power manager. In fact looking at row 2, it can be seen that when the buck converter is active, also in sleep mode, the power of the platform rises up to 0.65 mW mainly due to the sum of the quiescent currents of all the components (LoRa™, Sensors, battery monitor, buck converter). Another important information of the power measurements comes from the power consumption of LoRa™ in transmission (up 380 mW) and especially in receiving mode (more than 50 mW). In fact, the table highlights that using the LoRa™ module to receive continuously is unfeasible since its power is an order of magnitude higher than the WuRx. This demonstrate the benefit of the WuRx that consumes only 4.6 µW to continuously listen to the channel.

To evaluate the range achievable for the short range communication, we perform several tests both in indoor and outdoor scenarios (line-of-sight), TABLE III shows the achievable range using +10 dBm and +14 dBm power output for the transmitter. The range has been evaluated using a +3 dBi antenna in both receiver and transmitter node. The same module SX1276 has been configured to transmit 16 bits at 1 kbps in OOK communication. The tables shows that it is possible to achieve up to 55m in indoor and 40m in outdoor. These values are suitable for a wide range of applications as these are the common value of WSN applications. Finally, the time to send

![Fig. 3: Prototype of the sensing platform.](Image)
TABLE III: Power consumption vs range when the SX1276 module is configured in OOK modulation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OOK+WuRx</th>
<th>Power</th>
<th>Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MSP430 (Active) SX1276 OOK +14 dBm</td>
<td>120.5 mW</td>
<td>55 m (Indoor)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSP430 (Active) SX1276 OOK +14 dBm</td>
<td>120.5 mW</td>
<td>40 m (Outdoor)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSP430 (Active) SX1276 OOK +10 dBm</td>
<td>87 mW</td>
<td>35 m (Indoor)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSP430 (Active) SX1276 OOK +10 dBm</td>
<td>87 mW</td>
<td>40 m (Outdoor)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

16 bit packet has been measured for OOK and LoRa™ protocol and this results in 600 ms for LoRa™ and only 160 ms for OOK. This is due to the overhead that LoRa™ adds from the protocol, that makes WuRx using OOK communication more suitable for short-range and short message communication.

VI. ANALYTICAL EVALUATION

The average rate at which commands are received by the EDs is denoted $\lambda_c$ while $\lambda_d$ is their packet transmission rate. $e_r$ and $e_g$ represent the energy cost to receive a command and send a packet respectively. Using the proposed platform, $e_r$ depends on the type of radio while $e_g$ is the same for all radios. The average power consumption $P_C$ is thus:

$$P_C = \lambda_c e_r + \lambda_d e_g + P_0,$$

with $P_0$ a power overhead that depends on the radios and their associated MAC protocol.

For LoRa™ and IEEE 802.15.4/GFSK modulations, the overhead is due to periodic wake-up to listen to the channel and is equal to:

$$P_0 = \beta P_{Rx},$$

with $\beta$ the duty cycle ratio. For WuRx-based communication (OOK modulation), the overhead is due to the always listening mode and to false wake-ups of the PIC that occur in noisy environments. The power overhead is computed by:

$$P_0 = P_{WuRx\_listen} + \alpha P_{WuRx\_PIC},$$

with $\alpha$ the ratio the PIC is ON while not receiving any WuB. In the simulation, $\lambda_c$ and $\lambda_d$ are set to $\frac{1}{60}$ Hz and $\frac{1}{10}$ Hz. In order to explore different use cases, two payload lengths are defined: SHORT PL for 10 Bytes and LONG PL for 100 Bytes, two duty cycles: LOW DC for $\beta=0.1\%$ and HIGH DC for $\beta=0.5\%$ and two false wake-up factors: LOW FW for $\alpha=0\%$ and HIGH FW for $\alpha=20\%$.

The range of each radio access is computed using the Log-distance path loss model. The channel attenuation $PL$ is given as a function of the range $d$ and the path loss exponent $\gamma$ that characterized the propagation conditions.

$$PL = PL_0 + 10\gamma \log \left( \frac{d}{d_0} \right),$$

$PL_0$ is the path loss at the reference distance $d_0$ and is equal to 31 dB ($d_0 = 1$m) in the 868 MHz frequency band. The range is finally estimated so that $PT - PL$ is higher than the radio sensitivity $S_{ref}$. $S_{ref}$ was measured to -55 dBm, -105 dBm and -128 dBm for the WuRx, the GFSK and the LoRa™ radio respectively. $\gamma$ is set to 2.8 and the transmission power $P_T$ are set between 0 to 14 dBm as in TABLE II.

For duty-cycle-based communication, the gateway has to wait that the ED opens a receiving slot to send commands. Thus the average latency of command transmission is:

$$L_{DC} = \frac{D}{2\beta},$$

with $D$ the duration of the receiving slot that depends on the radio (i.e. LoRa™ or GFSK).

Using WuRx, the transmission is purely asynchronous. Thus, the latency $L_{WuRx}$ of a downlink transmission is equal to the time required for a packet transmission.

In the simulation, $D$ is equal to 1.2 ms at 6.84 kbit/s for LoRa™ and 0.4 ms at 20kbit/s for GFSK [17]. $L_{WuRx}$ depends on the payload length previously mentioned.

The communication schemes allowed by the platform were analytically compared using the previous models and the measurements performed in Section V. Fig. 4 shows the theoretical range of the different radios and configurations as a function of the power consumption of the ED. The latencies of the different radio technologies are compared in Fig. 5 as a function of the duty cycle ratio.

The first remark is that the range of each radio is clearly different. We can also notice the huge difference in power consumption between LoRa™ and WuRx. The main dilemma is choosing between GFSK and WuRx for short-range communications. Indeed, GFSK power consumption outperforms
WuRx for LONG PL while WuRx is more efficient for SHORT PL case (which is the most current in IoT applications). The choice of the duty cycle is also a key issue for GFSK and LoRa™ radios. Fig. 4 shows that configuration LOW DC can significantly reduce the power consumption. However, as shown on Fig. 5, LOW DC leads to increased latency. WuRx communication achieves both very low latency and low power consumption, making this solution the winning one for SHORT PL applications. Finally, we can notice the low influence of the false alarm factor \( \alpha \) on the power consumption of the WuRx. Even for 20% of false alarm, the ultra-low power PIC wake-ups have a small impact on the average power consumption.

Fig. 6: Latency-Power-Range trade-off achievable by the platform.

VII. CONCLUSION

The recent development of utilizing complementary radio technologies, namely long-range and wake-up radios, opens new perspectives for D2D network architectures, since achieving information through energy autonomous nodes with reasonable latency is now possible, even for downlink transmission. In this paper, we propose a sensor platform architecture combining LoRa™, wake-up radio designed for self-sustaining sensing application. To achieve this aim several low-power design and techniques such as using Wake up radio as an energy management have been used especially to increase the communication efficiency and reduce the power in sleep mode. By collaboratively combining two radios, an heterogeneous network is presented. We demonstrate the benefits of our approach with experimental platform characterizations, conducted to extract features in terms of power consumption and range. These measurements were used then to feed an analytical model.
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